
Week one, win one [posted 02/05/09] 
Stenhousemuir were the visitors to the old ground on Saturday as the SNCL kicked off for - let's hope - the last 
time.  The 'Loc hadn't played the maroon marauders from deepest darkest Larbert since 2003 as the clubs avoided 
each other in different divisions, and so it wasn't surprising that, bar respective veteran ever-presents Ferrier and 
Gardner, and Spence and Sheridan, the players on parade had no idea what to expect from each other.  Mind you, 
that said, the two sides' pro's were rivals back in South African domestic cricket. 
  
Brian Spence's first job was - of course - to lose the toss, or more accurately watch as his Stennie counterpart win 
it.  Batting.  Why?  Probably the visitors' skipper thinking being that wet weather in the days leading up to the 
game must've meant there was "something" in the pitch.  And of course he was right; what was in it was water.  
Lots of it. 
  
HoVR opened with Captain Spence, and 15 was on the 'board when the latter was cleaned up by Angus [Ed: that's 
his surname!].  Dan then came and went for 2 and it was 28 for 2 when Bean joined the pro'.  26 runs later and 
HoVR had his fourth batting partner of the day as Nichty strode out.  Determined to show that his deck was 
perfectly playable the Big Man would go on to top score in the innings, batting with almost as many partners as 
HovR - his 32 added to Hancke's 31 and Maddy's 27 late on being the three scores around which a defendable total 
were built.  Mind you Mr Extras was a decent contributor too, tossing in an innings-leading score of 34!  Including 
22 (yes TWENTY TWO!) wides!  A quick snatch at the extras also - somewhat disappointingly for your Webmaster - 
reveals no byes.  Pure chance!  First-up luck..... 
  
156 was the eventual total posted, and was certainly defendable on the day.  And so it proved as Stennie's steady 
start - 43 for 1 - crumbled to 89 all out.  A collapse of Poloc-of-yesteryear proportions!  The rot set in with the prize 
wicket of visiting pro' Thyssen, a batter built like Tyson, Mike!  Bean picked up his scalp courtesy of a good low 
grab by Pasty Face.  And it was "business as usual" from Kelpy as he returned figures of 7-5-5-2.  Astonishing as 
ever.  But he was backed up by good bowling on debut from HoVR (1 for 19), with the other bowlers chipping in 
too.  Nichty's day was completed in good style too as he grabbed three late wickets courtesy of cunning long-hop 
bowling!  3 for 5 thank you very much - "Look in the 'book!" is all you have to say mate! 
  
Then, just as Gardner looked like making it "interesting" with some impressive trademark big hitting, the game was 
sewn up with a smart run out from Doogie that completed a more-than-competent display in the field, with only 
one or two mishaps recalled on the day, and catches being held.  In addition to Pasty's grab Doogie had a diving 
effort to dismiss opener Ferrier and there were safe pouches from Bean and Dani',.....oh, and the 'keeper held one 
too.  No byes, a catch standing up, involvement in a run out,.....sigh,.....just as well he went cheaply with the bat 
to keep this Webmaster happy! 
  
Next week it's Arbroath,.....road trip! 
 
Week one defeat for 'Holmboys [posted 26/04/09] 
The 'Holmboys suffered week one defeat when their Division 3 campaign kicked off on Saturday at Shawholm.  
Glenpark were the visitors and were struggling against the ropes at 56 for 6 in the twentieth over before 
scrambling to 166 for 8 by the close thanks to 33* from Kieran Begley and Peter Robertson's 42.  167 to win was 
still get'able though and the 'Holmboys batted deep with the likes of Maddy and NJ coming in at seven and eight.  
But it wasn't to be and the middle order "engine room" failed to even start, with batters three through eight 
managing just 8 between them.  And debutant Jeremy "Toko" King joined an elite group of overseas players too, 
getting a first-baller.  Think WD Thomas and RM Cheesman people!  The good news is this bodes well for Toko 
and he'll likely now score 600 runs in the season! 
  
Top scorer on the day was Pasty Face with 17, and Youngy Snr. was left 11* batting at nine.  No-one else got past 
5 as Glenpark's McIntosh grabbed a "5-for" bowling boomerang deliveries.  With the ball Bil'y took "3-for" 
whilst NJ and Pasty Face got through 23 overs and managed 3 for 84. 
  
Next week it's Kilmarnock away. 



 
Another defeat for 'Holmboys [posted 02/05/09] 
Week two of the Western Union saw the 'Holmboys down the M77 at Kilmarnock.  On a pitch the likes of which 
Toko'd never seen before, never mind played on, the home side - like Glenpark in week one - were quickly in 
trouble batting first.  48 for 4 bode well for the guys.  But - also like last week! - the 'Holmboys let their opponents 
off the hook.  And, as if it was Groundhog Day, it was dropped catches that cost'em dear.  Week one saw Dani' 
drop Begley, allowing him to bat through; week two would see any number of 'Holmboys grass catches to let - 
principally - Weir play the match-winning innings of 49.  And, on the deck we're talking about, that's the equivalent 
of a ton on any other day, trust me! 
  
But the guys stuck to their task and eventually bowled the home side out for 149 in the 44th over.  Anwar 
Shairzaad took "3-for" on debut, Youngy sneaked the same, whilst three run outs reflected well on the ground 
fielding in an ankle-high outfield.  150 to win then. 
  
Sadly at 11 for 4 it was never going to happen with Muscles, Toko, Saif and NTB all gone.  Sigh.  And it was 
downhill from there: 13 for 5, 21 for 6,.....make that for 7!  Oh dear.  The home side's Jim Hill was having a field 
day; on two hat-tricks at different stages in the 'Holmboys' innings, Hill ended up grabbing a "5-for" with his darts.  
This bowling to a field that Brett Lee might've thought overly-attacking - three slips, silly point, short leg, short 
point, short cover, short square leg.  In fact the only things not short were the grass and number of times the ball 
removed the top of the wicket on its way [very slowly] through.  38 all out was just horrible though - no matter 
what surface you're playing on - but the youngsters'll get better, will certainly play on easier decks and will find 
outfields more rewarding to ground shots.  But they'll also have to learn application and no little patience. 
  
Looking for positives from weeks one and two, and on the plus side, the two matches played have seen good 
enthusiasm, no little effort and eighteen opposition wickets taken.  Next week the guys are back at home, 
and entertain Active Life. 
 

Two tons then a wash out! [posted 15/05/09] 
With Murphy's Law, never mind Duckworth Lewis, in force, the 'Loc saw what looked like another win slip through 
their finger-tips at Forthill when, after racking up 281 for 2 in [a reduced] 48 overs, rain then fell to result in an 
abandonment.  Deep sigh.  But, as we know, the scorecards stand, as they were, and so the 'Loc has two more 
SNCL centurions: HoVR being 102 not out at the end, alongside Dombo' who was on 111 not out.  Fantastic guys!  
Website updated to reflect your places on the Honours Board - nice. 
  
But, ultimately, in vain as the rain washed away the home side's reply after just four overs.  Never mind it's 
certainly formed some much needed net batting for the 'Loc's two overseas players. 
 
So near..... [posted 15/05/09] 
The 'Holmboys were so near,.....yet so far from their first win of the season as St Ninian's visited the old ground.  A 
gutsy 29 from Saad adding to Toko's 46 and Youngy's 25* nearly being enough to chase down the needed 147.  
But as it was, it wasn't.  Hmmm.  Pity; again the boys had done the biz in the game's first half, skittling the visitors 
for 146 - the St Ninian's total owing everything to Franks' 60 and Bonner's 36.  Bar these two there wasn't much to 
write home about for the seasiders.  The wickets were claimed by Toko with three, Youngy ditto, 'Lexy a couple 
and Josh one at the top of the innings.  And in the field the bowlers were - in general - backed up by decent 
ground fielding and catching - Saify taking two grabs behind the sticks, Toko a good snatch diving forward at cover 
point. 
  
The only criticism might be a few miss-fields that likely cost 10 runs over the piece - but let's not be too critical: 
there was good effort, good concentration and no little competence.  Encouraging then as, for the second match 
running, an oppo' side is bowled out.  This added to the eight wickets taken in the season opener versus Glenpark.  
147 to win then. 
  



16 for 3 wasn't the start that was needed therefore.  Baby (0), NTB (7) and Amir (0) all back in the hutch early.  
'Lexy and Toko then added 30 to stabilise the ship a tad - 'Lexy going to a one-handed hanger of a catch at slip by 
Jake Stafford.  After his departure Elliott came and went quickly bringing Youngy and Toko together.  These two 
pushed the score on to 78 with Toko playing the dominant role, including two maximums.  Then he, too, became a 
Stafford victim, getting a genuinely "good ball" from young Jake and departing caught behind by St Ninian's skipper 
Birch.  Was this the beginning of the end?  Looked a bit like it when Josh holed out to a Ross Patterson catch at 
cover to bring Saad in to bat with Youngy.  The self-styled "Cricket Champ" however wasn't for throwing in any 
towels and batted with no little guts and technical ability to score 29 as he added 45 with Youngy to take the 
'Holmboys to within 18 of the finish line. 
  
Saify tho' would be required to see his side home with Youngy as Saad became Birch's second victim behind the 
stumps.  129 for 8.  8 was then added from Franks' fifteenth and final over leaving Saify to face Bonner.  Bonner 
already had a "3-for" and unfortunately for the home supporters this would become a "4-for" as he got Saify 
stumped by that man Birch again.  St Ninian's win by 9. 
  
Another loss then, but certainly the green shoots of hope as another decent performance in the field was added to 
by a much improved bowling performance.  And in closing a word of thanks to Sal' and Malky for umpiring services, 
and Chig' for another great tea! 
 
Still 100% [posted 23/05/09] 
Saturday saw the 'Loc record another SNCL win to keep their 100% record intact.  Home to Penicuik was the game, 
with a couple of changes from the side that saw a big total count for nowt last weekend at Forthill: Spence and 
Jayaratne #2 in for Dan and Pasty Face.  The sketch was the same tho' as the 'Loc had first use of the deck. 
  
But HoVR would come back to earth with a bang after his ton last weekend - ball three seeing him give a return 
catch to Hutton and himself an entry on the Webbed Feet Award table.  It is, indeed, a funny ol' game.  But HoVR's 
departure was but the start of something from yesteryear as Bean and Spence added 143 for the second wicket.  
Well batted chaps - Bean's 72 just pipping his elder's 69.  Throw in Dombo's 38 and you have the bones of the 
'Loc's 216.  Somewhat bizarrely the inning's bookends were all pretty circular - the number 0 being a common one.  
HoVR's blob up top being more than complemented by five others later on.  And the Penicuik innings had six no-
scores too - I wonder is that a SNCL record?  Eleven 0s out of 22 guys batting? 
  
Talking of the Penicuik reply  - it was ultimately futile as the visitors to the old ground managed just 103, a total 
dominated by ex-Poloc pro' Mohammed Ramzan's 65.  For the 'Loc Bean grabbed a "4-for" to add to his 72, whilst 
there were two wickets each for Dombo' and HoVR. 
  
So back-to-back SNCL wins for the first time in some time.  Good news, with good contributions from senior 
players.  But what about all those 0s?  And when was the last time four 'Loc batters were run out in an innings 
too?? 
 
Stunningly similar..... [posted 23/05/09] 
[Ed: you might as well read the report from last Saturday!]  Heres' the summary people: 'Holmboys bowl out oppo' 
for whom one batter scores big.  'Holmboys then fail in run chase against side that was without doubt beatable.  So 
lots of losing points, but still no league win. 
  
Here's the specifics about this week's game though.  First of all it was at Hamilton Palace Grounds.  What a place!  
A strip of astro-turf on a footy pitch, with worn goalmouths for company in the outfield, a scorch mark at one end 
of the wicket where friendly locals look like they've tried to set fire to the surface, and more debris than,.....well 
somewhere where there's lots of debris!  Then there were the watching arrangements: one three-seater bench is 
your allowance.  Throw in rain, cold, an outfield that was both soft and covered in long grass, and it really was 
enough to give out an audible sigh,.....at regular intervals.  AND - yes there's more - the changing rooms are at 
least three pitch lengths away.  So in these circumstances it's imperative you take your chances when they come 
your way - if only to get the match finished and get home for something warm to drink, like, say, Ovaltine.  But 



no.  The 'Homboys for some inextricable reason decided to drop enough catches to fill a season.  Here's a brief list 
of those grassing catches: Josh', Pasty Face, Saad, Aamir and Scotty.  And some on this Black List dropped more 
than one!  Yikes.  And it was like some kind of vendetta versus the Young Clan as Grandad's bowling figures 
suffered at the hands of four drops, while Pasty Face's numbers were dented by two drops.  Mind you, said Pasty 
did return a "4-for" nonetheless.  The other wickets in a first half that saw Scotindians slog, slash and bunt their 
way to 235 were taken by Josh' (1), Youngy (1), Toko (2) and 'Lexy, with Youngy grabbing the other with a run 
out. 
  
But the shambles didn't stop there - add to the list of things that made this a horrible day, an injury to 'Lexy that 
pulled him out of the attack quite early on, and a run-chase that promised much but then descended into farce 
with two suicidal run outs, and wickets following to champagne catches.  Aamir and Craig opened, and were 
batting well when the former pulled Kiram through mid-wicket only for Sai to pull off a "hanger"; Jonty Rhoses 
would've been surprised to hang onto this one!  Bonkers.  Then Pasty Face and NTB both ran themselves out.  Oh, 
and I'd nearly forgotten: 'Lexy was dismissed "hit wicket" as he slipped on the wet astro-turf trying to hook Raju.  
I'd almost forgotten that one - just another farcical event on a farcical day.  Toko batted efficiently and again 
looked set when he was dismissed, LBW to Raju.  Youngy and Baby were then together, but not for long as the 
latter pulled Kramthi's first delivery straight down deep square leg's throat.  Yes, he caught it!  But this wasn't the 
other champagne catch, that was Kiram's catch to get rid of Youngy.  Standing at slip to leggie Sai, Kiram was 
minding his own business in a crouched position when Youngy cut one hard.....straight into Kiram's hands that 
were resting on the turf - unbelievable.  This left the tail to try and get a few more batting points as victory 
chances subsided, with Batspeed left stranded at the end and 143 being eventually posted. 
  
Another hard luck story.  But more positives in as much as yet another opposition side is bowled out.  But what a 
place, what a day, what a catching shambles, what batting cock-ups,.....need I go on?  But still - still -
 notwithstanding these things, the guys shouldn't be discouraged as they're certainly not being out-classed. 
  
And, finally, I guess despite everything, it could've been worse: the £10 deposit given for the changing room 
might've been impossible to return because by 7.30pm the security guy on the desk might've just started that day 
and didn't know how to work the till.....oh, that's what did happen!  Sigh..... 
 
Where to start..... [posted 30/05/09] 
Is it just me or are these Shawholm match reports becoming repitive?  In summary - from the top - here goes: 
oppo' bat first, the 'Holmboys do really well and bowl'em out, tea's taken, the 'Holmboys slump to defeat being 
unable to chase down a total.  Sound a tad familiar?  And the details this week: Torrance House was the oppo', 118 
all out their total, and the 'Holmboys managed just 69, yes 69, as two ducks, three run out and a wonder catch put 
paid to any chance of a win.  Top individual score was 10. 
  
And, as ever, the match had started so well with the East Kilbride guys struggling against good bowling and decent 
outfield cric'.  Batspeed opened the 'Holmboys' bowling with Joshy in 'Lexy's and Anwar's absences.  And when 
both had notched up a victim it was 29 for 2.  The engine room bowlers of Youngy and Toko then took over in the 
heat and wickets kept falling.  Two in an over from the former, including hard-hitting Brian Kampman was 
important, as was Joshy's dismissal of Andrew Kampman in his second spell.  Throw in Toko cleaning up the tail 
when he came back on from the Cart End and 118 was all that had been mustered.  Youngy had finished with a "4-
for", but the bowling across-the-board had been pretty decent.  Amir's two wickets being his first two for the club 
in senior cricket. 
  
But oh how bad the run chase was.  It had started well enough of course.  AK and NTB looked in little trouble.  But 
then AK hit a lovely drive through mid-on and started running hard.  As he reached the non-striker's end the call 
was for three.  He turned and headed back for the second.  And as he completed his second he found himself - 
truthfully - lapping NTB who was "wandering".  Result: AK safe in for three, NTB out by half the length of the 
wicket due to sheer laziness.  Sigh.  Question: how was Nick out last weekend?  Answer: run out.  Question: how 
was Nick out the weekend before last?  Answer: run out.  Anyone see a pattern?  Anyone else still in denial?  11 for 
1.  Then before you could say "oops" it was 21 for 2 as Scotty M and Batspeed went for a combined 6.  Then it was 



36 for 5 as Aamir and Toko both departed; the former to a slower ball from Kampman Jnr, the latter holing out in 
the deep after mis-hitting a full toss.  Baby and Youngy now.  That is until Baby sent his skipper back halfway down 
the track.  47 for 6.  Carnage.  Two wickets for Ralphs and a run out then kinda' sealed it and it was the 
aforementioned 69 all out.  Shambles. 
  
So another game of two halves.  How low must an oppo's score be before the 'Holmboys chase a score?  So that's 
five games played,  48 oppo' wickets taken but still no win.  Surely it's a matter of time - and better individual and 
collective application, allied to a dollop of luck maybe - before a win will be record.  Next week it's GHK away. 
 
'Loc win a thriller! [posted 30/05/09] 
It all came down to this: last ball, 3 needed to tie, 4 to win,.....for home side Ferguslie.  And it was their pro', 
Mullick, on strike.  NJ was the 'Loc bowler.  Oh, and Mullick was 143 not out!!!  Result: dot ball.  Well bowled 
Nicky!  Relief for the 'Loc, another win, and top-of-the-table retained.  But of course the last ball only tells part of 
the tale.  The rest centered on the battle between the two club's pro's.  HoVR's 123* played Mullick's 143*.  Is that 
evens-stevens?  Probably.  Both knocks contributed to big scores as the hot weather produced batting tracks even 
Danny might like.  [Ed: he, of course, being unavailable - tee, hee!]  260 for 4 was posted by the 'Loc batting first; 
257 for 9 being the Feegie reply. 
  
Aside HoVR's second league ton [Ed: are you watch Wesley Dean?!?] Bean and Brian Spence again chipped in - the 
former's 34 adding to the latter's 42 in support of HoVR.  Dombo' missed out, as did Matty, however, getting 3 
between'em.  But , in fact, it was neither veteran batter who'd end up second-highest scorer on the day for the 
'Loc - that honour went to extras, with - wait for it - 52!  Ouch-ay!  Including 36 in wides.  The 'Loc's mere (?) 21 
extras being - if you choose to look at things this way, the difference (and more) between the sides at the end of 
the day.  An end it must be said that was pretty late given the number of extra deliveries to be bowled. 
  
In the Feegie run chase, so dominated by Indian pro' Mullick, decent support was lent by Dave Stafford's 32 at the 
top of the innings.  And for the 'Loc, Bean was his usual stingy self bowling his ten overs for just 29 runs amidst 
the run-fest.  Dombo's ten overs for 32 were equally meritorious, as were his three wickets. 
  
So a third straight win after wins over Stennie and Penicuik, and a result that keeps the guys a-top Division 1.  
Nice. 
 
If they couldn't chase 118, what about 110? [posted 06/06/09] 
Torrance House were skittled for 118, and the 'Holmboys came up short.  This after 146 couldn't be chased down 
against St Ninian's or 149 versus Kilmarnock!  Well here's the good news people: 110 might be the low number, 
after the 'Holmboys successfully got to 111 to see off GHK/Strathclyde at Old Anniesland.  Phew!  But as you'd 
expect it wasn't without a tad of drama.  92 for 2 in the run chase was good for the watching 'Holmboys' hearts - 
103 for 6 but a moment later wasn't!  Scotty had been cleaned up for a top-scoring 27, Toko had nicked off to 
'keeper Hunt for 4, the Hustler had been adjudged LBW for 1, whilst Baby had suffered at the hands of a shooter 
from Allan for a duck.  Ouchay.  Surely the unthinkable couldn't happen?  Enter Batspeed: 2, 1.  Calm restored.  
Then couple of scoring shots from Zaeem and the panic was over - 25 points.  Nice. 
  
The run-chase had started well too: Pasty Face and Muscles put on 25 for the first wicket, before Pasty and Scotty 
took the total on to 62 - the former holing out off Newman's bowling.  The third meangingful partnership then saw 
30 added by Scotty with Zaeem as his third companion in the middle.  Scotty's demise with the score on 92 being 
the catalyst to the flurry of wickets as the 'Holmboys lurched over the finish line. 
  
The game had started - late - after a school match had dragged on until around 2pm.  "Kick-off" was then 2.15pm, 
with the match reduced to 96 overs.  Youngy called correctly and inserted the home side.  And the decision would 
prove a good one as wickets fell steadily - at least after a bizarre first over from the Hustler - costing 13, it had 
included a number of outrageous deliveries as controlling the new ball proved tricky.  Youngy took over from 
Hassan, and in tandem with Zaeem, started to make in-roads into the oppo'.  In fact they'd grab the first seven 
wickets to fall between them, Zaeem bowling with no little pace and accuracy.  Only skipper Newman offered any 



real resistance - his 32 being an exhibition of stand-and-deliver hitting.  In fact it was only when Youngy tweaked 
his hammy and Toko - a.k.a. the Finisher - took over, that Newman met his match.  [Ed: maybe he should've been 
bowled earlier skipper??]  Toko, as ever, cleaned up the tail: 1-1-0-2 being his return after drinks!  Bizarre, but 
very pleasing.  Youngy finished with a "5-for", Zaeem with two, with Pasty Face's one and Toko's two being the 
other wickets to fall. 
  
So a win at last - well done guys.  Let's hope it's not the last..... 
 
Stirling see to 'Loc's 100% record [posted 06/06/09] 
It was probably bound to happen.  Would we've guessed when the 'Loc were 111 for 1 in the 30th over that it 
would've been today though?  You what?!?  Sorry, I'm talking about the 'Loc losing.  Answer: probably not.  The 
money at drinks - and at over 30 - was that the 'Loc might well post 225 to 240/250.  But as it was, and as we've 
seen in recent weeks, the middle order didn't fire, and a promising first innings total petered out to 178 all out.  
Two ducks in the lower order didn't help matters, but 15 in total from Nichty, NJ, and braces of Jayaratnes and 
Chaudhry's, mostly all batting with Dombo' (28), would ultimately cost the side dear.  Earlier on Brian Spence (40) 
had continued to roll back the [many] years with another important contribution, whilst HoVR (63) continued to 
show just how good a bat he is.  New-boy Imran Butt got his surname kicked and went for just 6.  All this before 
the late innings collapse. 
  
In reply Stirling County have Anderson at the top of their order to thank for their [ultimately successful] run-chase.  
His 65 was well-compiled, and included three maximums.  "Overseas Amatuer" Yeadon chipped in too, with a 
middle order 37 to hold things together after three wickets had fallen with the score on 96.  And at 129 for 5, with 
pro' Khan out, the 'Loc were still in it.  But those "missing" runs meant the winning line was in sight, even a bit 
distantly.  Yeadon almost saw his mates all the way across said line too, eventually being seventh man out with 7 
needed to win.  As it was it was a brace of Carswell's that were at the crease when the fifth ball of Bily's seventh 
over went for 4. 
  
The Stirling wickets had been shared around, altho' NJ had snaffled three in a great bowling display - 3 for 27 in his 
ten overs being top-drawer at this level. 
  
But the unbeaten run's gone.  And next week league leaders Dunfermline Knights are the oppo', again at 
Shawholm. 
 
Missed out by six in 234 [posted 09/06/09] 
The Dark Side levelled the '09 series with the Rebel Alliance when Cavaliers defeated the 'Holmboys in the Glasgow 
Cup at Shawholm on Tuesday.  The scores-on-the-doors at the end showed that 120 for 9 beat 114 for 9.  The 
'Holmboys' run-chase was a good one, but ultimately not quite good enough.  Impetus in the middle order and tail 
was provided by Baby (15 from fourteen balls), Zaaem (12 from fourteen balls) and Batspeed (10 from nine balls), 
but to no avail.  121 to win proved just too elusive.  So how did this particular manifestation of the 'Dale get that 
many? 
  
The answer lies, mainly, in the cold not-so-light of evening web report writing, in the ground and out fielding.  
Were at least 6 runs lost in this department?  Answer: categorically yes.  A quick flashback moment brings to mind 
a 4 hit through square-leg's legs - if you'll pardon the pun.  Then there was the easiest of run out chances that 
went a-beggind when 'Lexy inexplicably completely missed Baby with a throw from short cover with both 'Dale 
batters at the other end!  Result?  Run completed, batter still in.  Or what about the plethora of 2s run to guys at 
long-on and long-off?  Fielders running round boundaries to pick up and throw, and not "attacking" the ball.  So 
were 6 runs leaked in the first half?  Yup.  And we've not touched on the dropped catches..... 
  
The 'Holmboy bowlers did okay - Toko winning the economy stakes race; Pasty Face the strike-rate contest.  And 
'Lexy bowled tidily on his return to action.  Just one wide in twenty overs was testament to tight bowling too. 
  



The game finished tightly, with the 'Holmboys in it right to the end: 29 needed from the last eighteen balls; 23 off 
the last twelve; and 16 from the last six.  In the end though it was when 'Lexy was facing his first - and the side's 
last - ball that the equation had become a 6 needed to win.  Unfortunately it brought a wicket - Cavaliers' Humza 
Sher's fourth - as 'Lexy was dismissed "hit wicket",.....for the second (!) time this season!!  So a decent run-chase, 
but without any real momentum being achieved as wickets kept tumbling.  Skipper Dan's 26 from 28 balls being 
the best knock for the home side. 
 
Thank you, and good-knight [posted 13/06/09] 
After last weekend's defeat at the hands - or should that be bats - of Stirling County, the 'Loc were trying to 
"bounce back" against Dunfermline Knights.  The Knights were top-of-the-table when they arrived at the 
ground,.....and were still there six hours later thanks to a run-chase of real quality.  Chasing 240+ is never easy - 
it's well-nigh unheard of inside 40 overs tho'.  Bunt, bunt, bunt.  The Knights win owed much to skipper Rai's quick-
fire 87 at the top of the order, as well as pro' Gray's unbeaten 96.  Like HoVR, Gray hails from RSA and is a run-
machine this season.  Some things don't change.  A win, and comfortably in the end.  For the 'Loc bowlers there 
was little to write home about - all got a bit of tap as the Dunfermline batters made hay in the sunshine.  
  
HoVR snatched two wickets, Bean one and Dombo one.  But the economy numbers were enough to get Trade 
Description inspectors twitchy.  Ouchay. 
  
And yet after the 'Loc had posted 245 for 8 things seemed so much brighter.  HoVR had made his third ton of the 
league campaign [Ed: yes, Wes, 3rd!] and the side had batted round him and 5-an-over is usually pretty 
defendable.  But not this week.  Dunfermline are clearly top-of-the-table on merit and some of their batters' clean 
hitting was enough to make the hairs on the back of your neck [Ed: or front, sides and back in Tom Gibson's case!] 
stand up.  Clearly a talented batting outfit, with pro' Gray perhaps adding the final piece of the jigsaw necessary to 

see the Fife side win promotion,.....to a new wee east regional league.   
  
And here's something else to make us smile on an otherwise slightly depressing day: the Knights' Overseas 
Amateur, Bunting, took four wickets bowling as his side's seventh bowler, three bowled.  This produced the mildly 
humourous scorebook entries beside three 'Loc batters of "Bowled, Bunting".  If only.....! 
  
Next week the 'Loc travel to Langloan to play Drumpellier. 
 
"Return of the Judaii" [posted 16/06/09] 
Iain Stewart (Judas #1) and Imran Adrees (Judas #2) were both in the Uddingston line-up that took on the 'Loc at 
BCP on Tuesday evening.  And it was a strong side they featured in, with more overseas players than an average 
Chelsea line-up.  Winning the toss - or should that be having got the 'Loc to lose it - the home side skipper 
Barometer Bawa [Ed: oh for the game to have been scheduled for Wednesday given the forecast!!] elected to bat 
first.  And his top-order didn't disappoint.  Aussie Pro' Tom Plant, back for his second spell at Uddy, top-scored with 
77, being backed up by fellow Aussie Hoffmann, South Africans Bird and Bradley, and Pakistani Adrees.  It's like 
some kind of World XI Select!  148 was posted as all the 'Loc bowlers struggled to hold back the Uddingston 
batters, with the run rate starting at 8's and not slowing much throughout.  Wickets did fall, but not quickly enough 
- DgW picked up a couple, as did NJ. 
  
149 was a tough target [Ed: although it was almost 100 fewer than the 'Loc had had to chase the week before!]  
Imran and Dan opened, but the latter went in the third over as Judas #2 picked up a wicket courtesy of a grab by 
Tommy Plant.  Dombo' and Toko then both got starts, before both then getting out (12 and 11 respectively).  
Imran went too; he'd scored 28.  From this point it was the perennial 'Loc middle order collapse as NJ (1), Nichty 
(1), HoVR (6), Scotty (0) and Dani' (0) added just 8 off the bat between them.  This left Pasty Face (14) and Bil'y 
(3*) to try and post a total in three, and not two, figures.  Unfortunately when Pasty went, last ball of the innings, 
the boys were 4 short of a collective ton. 
  



So another WLC defeat, but more valuable experience.  The 'Loc's side featuring no fewer than five under eighteen 
year olds provides hope for the long-term health of the club; all five being products of the club's junior 
development programmes.  Hope indeed.   
 
Toko ton ends up with 'Holmboys down in the Drumps [posted 13/06/09] 
Langloan ended the 'Holmboys' league winning streak [Ed: it was one!] on Saturday when they chased down 
246,.....comfortably!  Both home side openers made half centuries as the 'Holmboys failed to make in roads at the 
start of the second innings.  Pity.  Why?  Well for the first time this season the guys had (a) batted first, and (b) 
posted a score.  Toko smacked a lightning quick ton - 126 before holing out, and he was backed up by 'Lexy 
making 54 and brief cameo 15 from Youngy at the end.  All good. 
  
But, and it is a reasonably big but, the boundaries at Langloan made Titwood seem like the MCG as flicks and pulls 
sailed over the [almost invisible blue] boundary rope,.....or should that be thread.  Credit to the home side though, 
as their bowlers stuck to their tasks despite regular interruptions in play as fielders left the policies to look for the 
ball in the golf course, or on the road.  Toko's knock saw him hit eight 6s and ten 4s - which leaves almost nothing 
from any other source!  It was good display in clean hitting, and good shot selection, as well as no small amount of 
hand-eye coordination.  What a pity it couldn't have been in a winning cause. 
  
The Langloan bowlers stuck to their tasks as noted, with Darren Pryde picking up a "4-for" in amongst the carnage, 
Drumps' very own "angry young man" bowled cleaning up the 'Holmboys' tail late on after having nipped out 
Muscles at the start.  246 was posted, and would surely be a decent target to have set - not least as the 'Holmboys 
had bowled out their oppo' in every other game thus far, bar one. 
  
How wrong they were!  The Langloan opening batters (Mackay and Doran) hardly gave a chance - and the home 
umpires were certainly not giving any decisions - as 100 was past without loss.  The run-chase was going at 
sevens, and no bowling change seemed to bring either chances or a slowing of the runs flow.  Not even after Pasty 
Face cleaned up Doran [Ed: taking the umpires out of the equation] did things to suggest they might swing the 
'Holmboys' way.  The home side's tail started pretty high, but the guys just couldn't dislodge Mackay who batted 
well and would carry his bat.  Drew Pryde did come and go, and was followed back to the hutch by the bizarre Aziz, 
but this did nothing but get the 'Holmboys bowling points.  But back to Aziz before we forget: what a guy!  As the 
bowler starts his run up, he starts to walk,.....towards the bowler.  At the point of delivery he's at least six or seven 
yards [Ed: that's about five metres or our younger readers]outside his crease!  And Batspeed was having none of it 
as five times he ran in to bowl, and five times ran through as Aziz was very nearly standing in his foot holes!  
Clown. 
  
Perman, at five, joined Mackay and saw his side home - his unbeaten 28 being a beauiful demonstration of the use 
of the edge.  Mackay, as noted, carried his bat - his 72 being genuinely pleasant on the eye - well batted.  In fact 
the Mackay:Perman combo' was a curious one too.  The former refusing singles to give Perman the strike, even to 
the extent that when the 'Holmboys' 'keeper, Baby, was despatched to the boundary (!) and 'Lexy bowled one past 
Perman, still no single was taken off the last ball of an over.  Sigh.....  And Perman was also recipient of "decision 
of the day" [Ed: a new award for the most "interesting" batting side umpiring decision!].  Pasty Face bowled to 
him, the ball was full, Perman swings across the line and the ball hits him on the full, low on the pad.  Appeal.  
"Not out".  Question asked as to what the delivery was missing is answered with "He's bowling leg-spin".  Sorry??  
The question's repeated.  Answer #2: "The ball's missing leg stump."  Questioner politely suggests the Laws state 
that full tosses must be assumed to be going straight on.  Answer #3 "It was going straight on down leg side".  
Questioner clarifies, not straight on in its path: just straight on.  Umpire tells questioner where to go.  Deepest of 
deep sighs.  Cricket's the loser people. 
  
So back to drawing board after last Saturday's win.  Sure the boys were missing Zaeem's bowling, and Youngy's 
hamstring injury prevented him bowling too, but, nevertheless there was a distinct lack of energy as they tried in 
vain to make inroads into the Langloan batting line up.  Maybe it's a second half lethargy?  Whatever, the guys'll 
have to get it addressed in time for Victoria's visit to Shawholm in seven days time. 
 



At least it's better than 56   [posted 27/06/09] 
But not much better.  And it brings with it the same result: defeat, and no points.  This time it was the 'Loc's 
opponents, Stoneywood-Dyce, that batted first however, as the 'Loc tried to put the Saturday before's 56 all out 
against Drumpellier out of their minds.  And when their opponents were 55 for 4 after 21 overs things looked rosier 
than someone blushing in a garden.  Then a partnership.  A big partnership.  Jan Stander and Stuart Coetzer.  132 
runs.  And it would prove game-changing.  Chances to get one or other did present themselves, but weren't taken - 
so often the sub-text to a match-winning event.  Stander top-scored with a typically hard-hitting 78 that included 
three 6s in his first five scoring shots [Ed: juniors look away now!], whilst Coetzer's 43 was a sensibly compiled 
support innings.  Oh to have had just one in the 'Loc innings! 
  
The visitors eventually posted 212 for 8 as the tail failed to accelerate the scoring towards the end, with Dombo 
returning the impressive 10-4-16-3, and HoVR getting two scalps - albeit a little expensively thanks to Mr Stander - 
and Bean proving as stingy as ever with his ten overs leaking jusr 23 runs.  213 to win wasn't impossible however, 
and the 'Loc's chances were probably rated 50:50 at tea. 
  
However at 39 for 7 in over fifteen the odds had somewhat lengthened, with all due respect to the 'Loc tailenders.  
Only Brian had made it to double figures as Redhead and Willemse caused carnage in the 'Loc top and middle 
orders.  And only NJ would get into double figures (17) thereafter.  Two new entries made it to the Webbed Feet 
Award - see it here folks - and all-in-all it was a tad depressing.  85 all out. 
  
So the rot continues - those three consecutive start-of-the-season league wins now seem but a distant memory, 
albeit a crucial one.  Next week sees the start of the second half of season 2009, and let's hope we revert to three 
back-to-back-to-back [Ed: does that make any sense?] wins.  Stenhousemuir at The Tryst await. 
 
Glenpark do the double over the 'Holmboys [posted 27/06/09] 
The 'Holmboys' slumped to defeat at Glenpark on Saturday, and in doing so handed their hosts "the double" 
remembering that Glenpark had beaten them on the opening day of the season back in April.  Another very young 
'Holmboys side took to the field first - two Under 13s, three Under 15s and two Under 18s featuring in the eleven - 
after the home side had been invited to bat by skipper Youngy.  And the innings would turn out to be more deja vu 
on a kind of Groundhog Day.  By which, of course, I mean that the 'Holmboys would skittle out their opponents 
well inside their allotted 50 overs (40.5 this week), but would have seen two oppo' batters put together a match-
winning partnership for their side (McIntosh, 72 and Baum 65) with almost no-one else contributing, and after each 
surviving big LBW appeals and benefiting from dropped catches!  Hmmm, and sigh,.....in either order! 
  
The home side were at one point 44 for 4 as the 'Holmboys had gotten rid of their top three, and number four 
Moore to a crazy run out by partner Baum.  Baum then found himself partnering Phil McIntosh.  Now McIntosh 
might have a nickname at Glenpark, but at Shawholm he's simply known as "That Greenock Guy That Always Takes 
Loads Of Wickets Against Us".  [Ed: more of this later!]  Now I know it's not that catchy, but it's certainly pretty 
accurate!  But after today methinks it might have to be suffixed with ".....And Bunts It!"  And bunt it he did as he 
smacked thirteen 4s in a quick-fire 72 that, effectively, took the game away from the 'Holmboys.  And at the other 
end Alex Baum stroked his way to 65, first with McIntosh, then with other partners.  But it could've so different had 
genuinely good appeals for leg-before been given against both very early in their respective innings.  Youngy struck 
Baum on the bottom of his front pad, on the full, in front of middle: "Not out".  Then the Hustler pinned McIntosh 
on the back leg: "Not out".  Hmmm.  And Baum's luck continued as he was grassed at second slip fending off a 
Youngy bouncer in the next over, and then the same offender - sorry Muscles! - grassed him again later in his 
innings at short cover.  When it's your day, it's your day! 
  
Notwithstanding these early escapes, the two batted effectively and their 128-run partnership proved decisive in 
determining where the 25 win points were going.  Around them only three other batters got into double figures, 
with three blobs featuring in the scorebook too.  And talking about talking points in the first innings there were a 
few others: Toko had to go to A&E after splitting his webbing trying to take a return from Batspeed that was 
shelled at him from about ten yards, this after said 'Holmboy fielder had declined to take the diving catch and, with 



the batter stranded halfway down the track, made a horlics of the run out.  Triple-whammy: missed catch, missed 
run out, split webbing!  Ouchay, ouchay, ouchay.  Then there was injury #2 as FDR injured his knee, resulting in a 
swelling as big as the ball that had caused the impact damage, this before the very same Franklin D had to excuse 
himself to bandage up a nasty graze gained saving another McIntosh straight drive.  Painful.  Then there was the 
winner of the "Funny Incident of the Game" award: Glenpark's Sanghera is the batter and Youngy's the bowler.  
Delivery to Sanghera, flash of bat outside off stump, noise, ball safely pouched by Saify.  Big appeal, Sanghera 
takes two or three steps towards the pavilion: "Not out".  Ahem?  When queried an over later the engaged 
umpire's reply was - and here we quote verbatim dear reader - "I heard a noise but didn't see any deviation".  You 
can't script it people..... 
  
For the 'Holmboys there'd been two wickets for Amir, and a second "5-for" of the season for Youngy. 
  
To the reply, with 245 to win.  With Toko willing to bat at four as usual it was a familiar 'Holmboy line-up, with the 
[slightly!] more experienced players spread throughout the order.  A decent start was given by Hass' and Muscles, 
as 16 was added.  Then the Hustler became Mr McIntosh's first wicket - and there were six more to come his way!  
That's deja vu on top of deja vu!  23 were then added by Muscles with new partner Scotty, before Muscles miss-hit 
a full toss to Kieran Begley at short cover.  39 for 2.  Then it was 45 for 4 as Scotty and Amir departed, Scotty for a 
top-scoring 19, courtesy of a ridiculous one-handed grab at second slip by Sharma.  Toko smacked three 4 in quick 
succession thereafter, before nicking off to Sanghera to give Baum his first of two catches.  This started the 
collapse.  From this point only Youngy got past 4 runs as the lower middle order and tail caved in, FDR being left 
stranded after not having had to face a ball when the last wicket fell.  85 all out.  
  
Yet another case of "what if" when you think back on the match, its incidents and outcome.  Hey-ho we guess.  
The only good news for the guys, league-wise, was the news that St Ninians got horsed by Torrance House - 
grabbing only one point in the process - keeping them right beside the 'Holmboys in the table.  There were also 
wins for Scotindians over Langloan, Active Life over Victoria, while Kilmarnock (who visit Shawholm next week) 
drew with GHK/Strathclyde. 
  
In conclusion a word or two of thanks to Greenock Cricket Club are due however: firstly for providing substitute 
fielders after Toko had to go to A&E, secondly for the post-match drinks and thirdly for transporting Toko to 
hospital to enable his injury to be treated - much appreciated guys. 
 
Back on the rails [posted 04/07/09] 
Phew.  Lose streak ended, win points bagged.  Nice.  Stenhousemuir at The Tryst was the match and, after 
dismissing the home side for just 156, the 'Loc top order then saw the guys home with over fifteen overs to spare.  
As said: nice. 
  
In the first half of proceedings, the 'Loc bowlers had made early breakthroughs to get oppo' pro' Thyssen in early.  
Both openers had been victims for Bil'y, and both were courtesy of catches by Brian Spence.  Getting Thyssen in 
early was a positive, but only if he didn't hang around!  Having reached 30 he faced Zaeem who was bowling well.  
Slower ball, Thyssen's eyes light up, Police start clearing the road running alongside The Tryst, swing, miss, OUT!  
You beauty!  Phew.  Thyssen's departure left the burden of seeing Stennie to a decent target to Shahzad and the 
rest of the middle order.  Shahzad batted well and would top-score with 41, but around him no-one ealse fired.  
Ex-Poloc pro' [Ed: way back!] Philip came and went for 12 courtesy of yet another Nichty pouch, and then only 
number eight Halcrow got into double figures (11).  156 all out.  46.3 overs. 
  
The run-chase needed cool heads at the top of the order, with the 'Loc trying to put a couple of poor recent batting 
performances behind them.  74 for the first wicket therefore was an A!  Another 77 for the next wicket was A+!!  
151 for 2 left just 7 to find for the win and, bar Bean departing for 56 with the score on 155, it was plain sailing to 
the winning line.  Bean's 56 was ably backed up by HoVR's 27 and Brian's 28. 
  



The win pushes the 'Loc back up the table - they now find themselves in mid-table on the same points and 
percentage as Stennie.  Elsewhere bottom clubs Ferguslie and Penicuik both lost again giving more breathing space 
to the club, but there's still a long way to go.  Next week it's Arbroath United at home. 
 
Big opening stand sets up win [posted 04/07/09] 
Muscles' and Pasty's 142-run opening stand was the difference between the sides as the 'Holmboys saw off the 
challenge of Kilmarnock on Saturday.  But at the start, after being inserted, and on a wicket that was certainly 
"doing something" after torrential rain had flooded the square the day before, it looked pretty unlikely the boys 
might get to 50, never mind nearly 150.  Muscles - who'd go on to top-score with 96 - in particular was digging in 
at the start as Pasha's seam bowling was jagging about all over the place.  In fact AK didn't get off the mark until 
over twelve!  Huge credit to him, therefore, for sticking to the task, not throwing his wicket away through 
frustration, and reaping his reward later on.  Pasty meanwhile made his second 50 in succession, following his 51 
against Kelburne in The Frank Smith Trophy Quarter-final on Thursday, with 58.  The 142 opening stand set things 
up nicely for the other 'Holmboys' batters as Dani' (24), Toko - coming in with just four overs to go - and, Hasan, 
Joshy and Batspeed.  237 for 5 being eventually posted. 
  
For Kilmarnock Aleem took a "3-for", picking up AK, Dani' and the Hustler. 
  
Having posted more than 237 the only other time they'd batted first (versus Langloan), but still getting thumped, 
the 'Holmboys were certainly not complacent as they went out for the second half looking to get the win.  And to 
get the win, the difference this time would have to be that they grabbed early wickets.  But could they?  Answer: 
yes.  Opener Saeed gloved a Joshy delivery to Muscles at slip, before Aleem pulled the same bowler straight to 
Dani' at square leg where he took a decent catch, and then Johnstone (bowled Hasan) and Baig (Pasty's first 
wicket) were dismissed.  44 for 4.  Dramatically different from the story that unfolded at Langloan.  21 was then 
added before Killie skipper Smith was run out by a combo' of Joshy and Pasty making it 65 for 5.  From this point 
on it was the Youngy - junior and senior - Show as Jnr. picked up another couple of wickets, Snr. came into the 
attack and grabbed a couple of scalps, and the game was ended by a "caught Young Snr., bowled Young Jnr." for 
the first time.  Last man out was Killie's Mark Colman, the visitors' veteran 'keeper who'd top-scored with 31. 
  
So a good result, and 25 valuable win points.  Well batted Muscles and Pasty, and well bowled and fielded to all the 
guys. 
 
Weather, and oppo', see off 'Loc [posted 18/07/09] 
The first meeting - at Forthill - between the 'Loc and Forfarshire had seen the boys rack up 281 for 2 batting first, 
only for the rain to defeat them as that early May match was washed away.  And so it was that the weather again 
contributed to a scuppering of a chance to grab some much-needed league win points in the return fixture.  Forfs 
came to Shawholm on a decent run of form, albeit missing a couple of their Scotland Under 19 players away on 
international duty.  For the 'Loc, it was a late change to the eleven selected with Zaeem a Friday night call-off.  
Z'???  The toss saw the visitors invite the 'Loc to have a bat. 
  
With drizzle and rain in the air the first innings was to be a disjointed affair that included an early tea being taken 
and, eventually, the innings being reduced to just 38 overs.  These factors didn't help matters, but neither did the 
fact that the boys were losing early wickets as the visitors made the most of the bowler-friendly track first up.  17 
for 4 was the carnage-like start as Nichty (1), Brian (0), HoVR (13) and then Scotty (0) were all returned to "the 
hutch" within the first ten overs.  This left Dombo with the middle order.  But noo-ne managed to hang around, or 
at least hang around and rotate the strike, with Jas'.  And as the overs ran out it was left to him to try and get the 
'Loc score up to something vaguely defendable.  His unbeaten 47 was invaluable in this regard, albeit that 96 was 
never likely to be enough. 
  
After Messrs. Duckworth and Lewis had had their input the visitors were told 95 would do in their 35 overs to win 
it.  What the 'Loc needed to have any chance at all was a clatter of early wickets.  But these didn't come, and so it 
wasn't to be.  Six home bowlers had a twirl but there were almost no chances given by Forfs' openers Garden and 
Findlay.  In fact only when victory was all but secured did a sharp caught and bowled chance come Bean's way.  



But, as noted, it wasn't to be.  95 for 0 was the scoreboard readout as Garden (43*) and Findlay (28*) batted 
through.  
  
For the 'Loc there was at first glance little to write home about as three more entries were made on the Webbed 
Feet Award table, no oppo' wickets were taken and NJ suffered what seemed to be a nasty looking knee injury 
right at the end as he dived to stop the winning run.  But maybe there are some positives when looking beyond the 
obvious: Dombo's knock, the youngsters gaining another day's experience in the SNCL, Lexy's bowled some 
genuinely good balls that have beaten the bat, Pasty's SNCL bowling debut was perfectly acceptable and Bil'y, too, 
has bowl some good stuff up-front.  So more glimmers of hope, and more experience.  There are always positives.  
Next week it's Penicuik away. 
  
BUMP!  That'll be the 'Loc coming back down to earth! [posted 11/07/09] 
After the joy of the weekend before and returning to winning ways away at The Tryst against Stennie, Saturday 
saw the 'Loc come back down to earth with a bang as visitors Arbroath United took the maximum 10 points back 
north-east after a convincing win at Shawholm.  Batting first the visitors posted 262 all out, a challenging total 
that's for sure, and one that owed much [Ed: let's call it 46.946%] to their pro' Richardson's 123.  Around his 
standout innings there were only three other Arbroath batters who made it to the comfort of double figures.  A 
brace of Burnetts (15 and 37) and veteran Benny McGill (30).  Throw in four ducks and it was another of those lop-
sided SNCL scorecards we've come to know and love. 
  
And whilst 262 was eventually posted we shouldn't like you to think, dear reader, that it always looked like being a 
big score that was hanging middle right on the scoreboard come tea-time.  Far from it.  At 96 for 5 with many of 
the much-vaunted wunderkids safely back "in the hutch" William Hill would've given reasonably tempting odds on 
the visitors reaching 162 never mind 100 more.  96 for 5 going into the 30th over too it should be pointed out.  But 
as the 'book now shows, the last twenty overs saw proverbial carnage as Richardson bunted his way to a big ton.  
Well batted.  And as he did so he left a trail of shattered 'Loc bowling figures in his wake.  Everyone took tap from 
over 30 onwards; even Bean's last three overs went for 20.  Bil'y's last four cost 44 after his first six went for just 
24, Z's last two went for 16 after his first seven cost just 13, HoVR's nine, all taking place post-apocalypse, were 
bunted for 70, etc.  You get the [horror] picture I think.  But credit to the visitors, in particular pro' Richardson. 
  
In the run chase things things looked positive for a while too.  50 for 1 off the first ten overs was a decent start.  
Bean was the casualty; getting trapped LBW to McGill allowing him to depart early for Pa' Sheridan's birthday 
celebrations.  And it should be mentioned the good start owed much to the generosity of Matthew Parker.  Young 
Parker's four-over opening spell included 13 in wides as he sought to boost both the run rate and, we assume, get 
as many deliveries as possible in to the number of overs he was being allowed by Cricket Scotland's Under 19 uber 
Fuhrer.  After Parker things were much tighter however, and as wickets fell (HoVR going with the score on 64, and 
then Dombo with 152 on the 'board after putting on 88 with Brian) the required run-rate climbed.  152 for 3 then 
became 171 all out as 'Loc batters put on a fantastic virtual representation of a House of Cards.  In amongst the 
poor shot selection that saw guys holing out cheaply to fielders, there were two horror run outs: Z' disposing of 
Nichty, before committing suicide and running himself out.  Hmmm, and taking the shine off the Big Twig's earlier 
"3-for" with the ball.  Pity. 
  
So a defeat.  And with other results not really going the guys' way - Ferguslie and Penicuik both won - the gap 
between the 'Loc, still sixth, and the bottom two clubs has now narrowed to two wins.  Next week it's Forfarshire at 
home. 
 
St Ninian's bunt their way to victory after 'Holmboys batters fail [posted 19/07/09] 
34 for 5 wasn't the start the boys were hoping for in this basement battle against St Ninian's in Prestwick.  In fact 
three of the top five didn't get past 2, as only Pasty dug against the home side's opening attack.  And, when Pasty 
got trapped LBW to a ball that didn't bounce [Ed: how many times has that happened?], his chance of holding 
things together had gone too.  This start particularly wasn't what was planned given Youngy had elected to bat!  
For St Ninian's skipper Phil Stafford was taking most of the wickets with his jagging off-cutters, while at the other 
end usual Prestwick opening bowler Mark Morrison was going past the bat with alarming regularity.  Goodness 



knows how many times he beat the Hustler's bat, but it was a long time before Hass' got off the mark.  He stuck in 
tho' and was one of a number of 'Holmboy batters in the middle order and tail who got "a start".  But none 
capitalised.  In fact five of the last six got into double figures - none, tho', got past 20 - Batspeed's top-scoring 
effort.  All very disappointing, not least given the home side's back up bowling was far from the quality of Morrison 
and Stafford.  And all out inside 37 overs meant the home side had - literally - all day to meander their way to the 
win. 
  
Early wickets were all the 'Holmboys could hope for.  49 for 2 was as good as it got tho', with a wicket a-piece for 
Bil'y and Youngy.  Findlay McDougall - at three - and Darren Thomson - at four - then batted through.  And what a 
contrast in styles: McDougall leaving more deliveries than a mythical Royal Mail employee by the name of Pat, and 
Thomson cross-bat-hacking and bunting his way through a repertoire of swishes and swats more reminiscent of a 
man being attacked by midges than a top-order bat!  But survive, and accummulate runs, they did.  And credit to 
DT who did at least keep the home supporters entertained.  Both gave chances as you'd expect: McDougall's first 
ball from Toko was edged past Hassan at second slip, and he later edged another delivery from Youngy through 
the same area - by then vacant however; and Thomson's luck was in too: a Youngy slower ball was skied to Saad 
at mid on but The Cricket Champ couldn't get under it, this before then draining a heave off the same bowler 
straight to Cow Corner where Muscles had been parked - unfortunately he had his handbrake off and had slipped in 
from the boundary, the ball dropping over his head,.....for a 4!  Ouch.  There were other heaves from Thomson 
later on off Pasty's leggies that landed in no-man's land too, but by then the home side were within touching 
distance of the winning post.  And win it they did with a 6, 4, 2 bunting finale from that man Thomson.  139 for 2 
inside 33 overs.  All a bit of a procession in the end. 
  
The defeat sees the 'Holmboys slip a place below St Ninian's in the table - this means there's still work to do if the 
boys are to finish above the Ayrshire side come the end of the season.  Next week it's Scotindians at home [Ed: did 
I hear an opposition player/umpire call a wide?!?]. 
  
Oh, and finally, let's hope we've given the Prestwick first teamers some valuable practice as they return to 

SNCL action next Saturday, and their own fight for survival in Division Two.   
  
It's cricket, just not as we know it..... [posted 11/07/09] 
As the gallery shows better than any words could try and describe, cricket at Springburn Park is a unique 
experience.  Arriving just after noon, and in the absence of any home side players, the 'Holmboys ventured out 
alone to have a first look at the palatial surrounds that are said locale.  And after first removing a large metal pole 
from the wicket it was time to take a few snaps of the other sundries that littered the outfield.  As the gallery 
shows there was everything bar the glue [Ed: presumably all sniffed] to make a pretty decent-sized Blue Peter 
craft.  Paper, wood, sand, and bottles (glass and plastic, so no excuses!).  Then there were some other 
"collectibles" - dog excrement and lumps of concrete both come quickly to mind, and our camera lens.  Mention of 
the sand begs a context question I guess.  And, as the snap shows, we're talking sand-filled trough here dear 
reader.  Quite bizarre.  So, throwing in a hairy and bumpy outfield, numerous [small it must be said] potholes and 
a sloping astroturf wicket, and you've everything you could want for a pleasant afternoon of leather on willow!  And 
then the opposition appear. 
  
One thing that must be stressed is that it was good to see a few familiar faces in the Active Life Club line up.  
Rehan Khan, skipper Wajid Mohammed and Raza Sadiq are well kent faces to many at the 'Loc.  Chatting with 
Rehan pre-match it was also good to catch up with how his boy, former 'Locster Hari', was getting on at Weirs. 
  
To the toss.  And Youngy actually called right!  Shock, horror.  The 'Holmboys were batting.  Pasty and Muscles 
opened and, as the week before, gave the guys a steady start.  41 was posted for the opening wicket.  First to go 
was Pasty who holed out to Mohammed at mid-on off Faizan's bowling.  This brought Dani' to the crease, but it 
wasn't to be his day with the blade as he, too, became a victim of Faizan, chipping one straight back to the big 
slow right-arm bowler.  69 for 2 then became 84 for 3 when AK was dismissed courtesy of a grab at the second 
attempt by 'keeper Jawad.  What was needed now was consolidation.  And the guys got it as Toko and Im'y got 



themselves in and went on to add 86 for the fourth wicket.  170 for 4 in the 33rd over was a good base for the rest 
of the innings, if the tail could see out the side's 50-over allocation.  And they did, bar three balls.  12 was added 
between Batspeed and Saad, then 25 between the latter and Youngy, before 18 was added courtesy of the last 
three after Youngy's run out.  226 posted.  Not bad.  But would it be enough? 
  
No. 
  
227 for 0 inside 29 overs is the cold statistic that saw Active Life Club take the 25 win points.  Both openers had 
bunted tons, Jawad reaching his 100 with a squaffed 4 that also saw his side over the finish line.  But, of course, 
the 'book never quite tells - in any one game - the whole story.  For the 'Holmboys there were five catches 
grassed.  Two in six balls quite early on - Shoaib spilling one at point, followed by Saif grassing one behind the 
sticks - probably influencing matters most.  There was a life given to each opener as a result.  But there were also 
others that "got away".  Two clear nicks to Saif that weren't given despite big appeals, and - of course - there was 
the wide calling.  At this point reader - sad stato that I am - perhaps some context is needed.  Bar another bizarre 
match (against Scotindians, when 34 were given in wides by the opposition player/umpires in 50 overs), the 
'Holmboys are averaging 12.8 in wides against them this season.  How many were given on Saturday - in under 29 
overs - I hear you ask?  Answer: 23!  Pro-rata that's more than 40 in a full 50-over innings!  You decide.  And just 
when you think you might've seen everything on a cric' pitch, something new pops up.  How about a yorker that a 
batsman jumps - yes jumps! - to avoid hitting his heel, and is wided!?!  This was just the most ridiculous amongst 
a plethora of contenders for "silliest wide call of the day" - there were some others in with a shout let me assure 
you.  All very depressing.  And, ironically of course, unecessary given the 'Holmboys determination to commit 
match suicide by grassing pretty much everything that came their way in the outfield. 
  
So defeat.  And defeat in a hurry as slash after slog after cross-bat hack resulted in 4s and 6s given the almost 
unfield'able-on outfield and Toytown boundaries.  Any lessons learned on the day?  Cricketing-wise only a few.  In 
the main: the youngsters in the tail showed they can both hang around and accummulate useful late innings runs.  
Let's bank this as a memory and bring it out in future matches.  Muscles and Pasty giving the side a decent start 
again was also pleasing, as was the former going on to score 39, and Toko back in the runs.  And, hopefully, the 
guys'll also take from Saturday that - no matter how they might feel on some days - they should be hugely 
appreciative of the efforts of the many who look after Shawholm so that days out at Springburn Park, and places 
like it, aren't their normal cricket experience!  Next week the 'Holmboys have a Sunday trip to fellow strugglers St 
Ninian's. 
 
Vital win as return game follows first encounter [posted 25/0/709] 
Back on the 23rd of May Penicuik visited Shawholm in the first encounter between the two clubs in SNCL this 
season.  That match saw the 'Loc bat first, posted 216 and then skittle their visitors for just 103.  Saturday the 25th 
of July saw the rematch, at Kirkhill, and - like Groundhog Day - the 'Loc batted first, scored 200+, then skittled 
their opponents for a low score.  This time the guys posted 231, and this time Penocuik could only muster 83.  And 
this was a vital win as the 'Loc were in need of stopping the rot, and avoiding becoming drawn into a relegation 
dog-fight.  Ferguslie's thumping win over Stoneywood Dyce means that the Paisley mob are now out of the bottom 
two, swapping places with the guys from the north-east. 
  
The 'Loc innings owed much to a few guys' making good contributions: Bean top-scored on 51 after getting a "life" 
early on, Dombo scored 42 and, batting five, Im'y was the scond half-centurion in the innings with 50 dead.  Then, 
late on, Scotty Millen's cameo 20 and 'Lexy's 14 from twelve balls were useful contributions.  Only really Brian, with 
an entry in the Webbed Feet Award table, Matty and Dani' missed out. 
  
231 for 9 was a top effort on a difficult deck.  The Penicuik club had worked wonders after monsoon rains last 
week to get any game on at all, but the wicket was still tricky.  In truth 231 was much much more on a good 
wicket.  
  
To have any chance of chasing the total, and pressuring their visitors, the home side needed to get off to a good 
start.  However, risking chants of "Are you Poloc in disguise?!?" they slumped to 45 for 7!  Ouch-ay!  All the 



bowlers had got in on the act with Dombo getting the all important wicket of Mohammed Ramzan, the home side's 
pro' [Ed: and ex-Poloc pro' too!].  LBW was the mode of dismissal.  And bar his 20, the only other double figure 
score would turn out to be the 15 notched up by number nine Witz.  And if the borders club has a Webbed Feet 
Award then whoever administers it has five (yes, 5!) more entries to process this evening.  In the final analysis it 
was an easy win for the 'Loc, with all five bowlers getting two wickets each.  The win, as noted, was important too, 
and pushes the club up to fifth in the table. 
  
Next Saturday brings the visit of the much-improved Ferguslie in yet another big game. 
 
'Holmboys record crucial win, as Scotindians are beaten [posted 25/07/09] 
Scotindians were the visitors to Shawholm on Saturday as sunshine cric' made its return to Scotland [Ed: don't 
worry there's nuclear rain forecast for tomorrow!].  Losing the toss, the 'Holmboys were invited to field by their 
visitors.  This they did, with hopes of making early breakthroughs.  But after two dropped catches and two missed 
run out opportunities in the first few overs things were not looking too rosy.  Would it be one of those days?  But 
then wickets started to fall.  Batspeed made the breakthrough getting opener Barath for 21.  This gave the guys an 
end to bowl at.  Youngy then got into the action and wickets started to fall at pretty regular intervals.  The old man 
captured the dangerman Sai's wicket, courtesy of a third big LBW appeal.  Then he was on a hat-trick after two in 
two, as the Scotindian's middle order collapsed.  Batters six, seven, eight and ten made just 9 between them as - 
suddenly - it seemed the 'Holmboys might dismiss Scotindians for under 140.  But they'd not factored in number 
eleven Kranthi being a more-than-decent batter.  Batting with number nine Rajesh, more than 50 runs were added 
as the visitors went past 190 before Kranthi was caught by Amir off Pasty's bowling,.....in over 50.  Hmmm.  
Kranthi had scored 32, Rajesh 24.  Well batted guys, and certainly resulting in a stiff target being set.  192 to win. 
  
Youngy had ended up with a "6-for", with Pasty, Batspeed and Toko getting a victim each - Baby getting rid of 
Prasanth by running him out from cover point. 
  
Muscles and Pasty opened for the 'Holmboys and they needed to get off to a positive start, but without risking 
going cheaply if at all possible.  And this they did posting another 100+ opening partnership.  In fact 109 was on 
the 'board when Muscles became the first wicket in the innings: bowled by Kranthi.  His 49 had been a vital 
contribution, as it had taken the steam out of the visitors' bowling attack and was exactly the base needed to give 
his teammates the chance to win the game.  Pasty then added 25 with Batspeed before Amir nicked one behind off 
Kishan.  134 for 2.  58 needed to win off fifteen overs.  Toko now in with Pasty.  What was needed was more of 
the same: keeping the scoreboard ticking over without running undue risks.  And, again, this is what 
happened,.....after - that is - an early scare when Toko was dropped behind.  Pasty kept going however, himself 
having had a "life" earlier in the innings - a chance going down at slip.  The two batted all the way through with 
Craig ending 83 not out, Jeremy 32*.  Well batted guys.  192 for 2 with more than five overs left was a genuinely 
good effort and reflects well on the guys. 
  
So another win, and the guys now travel to East Kilbride to take on Torrance House in another important tussle.  
Another win, another 25 points, and the fight continues. 
 
Bizarre! [posted 01/08/09] 
That's the only way to describe the win over Ferguslie.  Not so much victory from the jaws of defeat, as from its 
bowels.....if you get my drift!  And in writing this report people it's kinda' hard to know where to start.  Maybe at 
the start.  It rained hard overnight.  And this morning.  Result?  Low, slow, damp, green wicket,.....and old one.  
But game on it was.  The visitors' skipper Alan Mories won the toss and invited the 'Loc to bat.  And with HoVR 
running himself out with 11 on the 'board, followed by Bean and Dombo coming and going with only another 22 
runs having been added it was looking a decent decision by Feegie's supremo.  Brian and Im'y briefly brought 
stability to proceedings managing to put on what would later seem a monstrous partnership of 22 runs before the 
fourth wicket fell: the former being adjudged LBW to veteran Rutnagur, the first of three victims for Rutters.  And 
this opened the floodgates - 55 for 4 became - bizarrely [Ed: there's that word again!] - 57 for 9 as Rutters and 
Greg Cameron tore thru' the middle order and tail.  Bar Scotty Millen's maximum and an all-run 3 that was pretty 
much it: 67 all out.  Three more Webbed Feet Award entries had been logged, and Scotty would be last out, 



cleaned up by Cameron for 9, Cameron ending with 4.3.-2-3-4.  Astonishing figures.  67 all out.  When had the 'Loc 
last made that few runs, eh?  Ooops, I forgot, at Langloan earlier this season!  On that occasion Drumpellier simply 
romped to victory, not losing a wicket, and so hopes couldn't have been high as the 'Loc went in for tea. 
  
But funny things happen.  And at 36 for 6 and pro' Mullick just headed back to the freshly painted away dressing 
room, courtesy of a neat grab by Bean at point, things were turning out funny enough for a few smiles to be re-
appearing on home supporters' faces.  Surely the unlikely wouldn't happen?  Could it???  The 'Loc had lost six 
wickets for 2 runs.  And, bizarrely, [Ed; again!] Feegie lost their last four for just 11, their last three for 2.  What a 
game!  Dombo had started the carnage getting Stafford and Kennedy early on; Bil'y chipping in with Gregor 
Preston-Jones' scalp.  Then a brace of Mories departed, another victim for Dombo and Bean's first.  And Bean's 
entry to the fray with HovR would prove decisive.  In an extraordinary spell the duo bowled thirteen overs for just 
13 runs, Bean ending with the incredible figures of 9-8-2-2!  The 2 runs coming courtesy of a chance that went 
through the slips!  Unbelievable,......except, of course, it actually happened.  Last out was Paterson, LBW to HoVR - 
47 all out.  Bizarre.  HoVR finishing with 4 for 11. 
  
So two wins on the bounce., taking the season's win tally to six: bizarrely being home and away wins against three 
sides: Stennie, Penicuik, and Feegie.  Elsewhere Penicuik lost again, and Stoneywood-Dyce's abandonment 
combined with Feegie's defeat sees these two sides swap places at the foot of the table. 
  
So another win and well done to the guys for a good performance,.....I think?!? 
 
Stirling proves happy hunting ground again [posted 08/08/09] 
After the Under 15s' great win in the Scottish Cup earlier in the season at New Williamfield, Stirling County's new 
ground again proved a happy hunting ground for a side from G43.  The 'Loc beat the home side in the SNCL there 
on Saturday, a win that extends their current win-streak to three and keeps the guys in 5th in the league.  Batting 
first they posted 178 for 9, thanks in the main to Veteran A and Veteran B.  Yup, Bean (65) and Brian (53) 
continued to roll back the years [Ed: that's a lot of rolling these days!] in season 2009 and the Stirling boys could 
be excused for thinking they were entertaining the Forty Club and not the 'Loc.  As it was 178 proved 27 too many 
with the second innings run-chase seeing Stirling County fall that many short after a collapse of Poloc proportions.  
123 for 4, and cruising, became 151 all out as 'Lexy swept up the tail with 4 for 7!  Helps the annual stat's those 
figures.  Also enhancig their stat's on the day were the other bowlers, with Bil'y's six overs for just 22 runs being a 
good return, whilst Bean's 3 for 17 in ten overs means his combined bowling figures in the last two SNCL matches 
read: 19-11-19-5.  Shoddy. 
  
Back to the first "dig", the 'Loc's total owed much to Bean and Brian as noted, but there was also a useful 21 up-
top from HoVR as he searches for runs.  The rest struggled tho' as Dombo found a week swanning about in London 
does nothing for your cric' and 'Lexy and Dani' boosted their Webbed Feet Award win chances with entries.  DZC is 
now threatening at the top, and Nichty must be looking over his shoulder! 
  
The bowlers did well as noted too: Bil'y's and 'Lexy's numbers have been discussed, as Bean's have been alluded to 
- the other bowlers used were Zaeem (six overs for 30), Dombo 2 for 37 in nine, and HoVR 1 for 31 in ten.  All 
perfectly acceptable, altho' Mr Dombroski must be wondering why he's less expensive in the SNCL than in the 
Strathclyde League!?!  
  
Next week the 'Loc travel to the Kingdom of Fife to take on the Dunfermline Knights, who're riding high at the top 
of the table. 
 
Farce [posted 22/08/09] 
It all started midweek.  The 'Holmboys are contacted by Victoria with details of the impending league encounter 
between the two sides, advising at the same time that Springburn Park was looking dodgy.  Accepting this courtesy 
from the "home" side the 'Holmboys make a Friday afternoon excursion to inspect the ground and, as trailed, find a 
sodden outfield with lying water - a sponge.  In fact let's call it Springburn Sponge from this point on shall we 
reader.  A few snaps of the ground conditions were taken and emailed to Victoria.  The response?  An email stating 



that Victoria "make a decision based on the conditions on the day of the match, not the day before".  So why 
bother to raise the issue on Thursday?!?  The email went on to say there'd be an inspection at 10.30am on match 
day.  The 'Holmboys agree to attend.  And so matchday dawns - after a night of more rain.  And it dawns in the 
'Holmboys' skipper's house by a 'phone call from Victoria asking that said 'Holmboys' skipper drive to the Sponge 
via the West End, picking up Victoria's rep' en route!  Honestly dear reader I'm not making this up!  And so to the 
Sponge.  With Victoria's skipper keeping schtum, the "home" team's rep', in the face of the 'Holmboys' skipper 
reiterating the unplayable condition of the outfield, offered up the following: 
  
"You could tell your fielders to avoid the wet areas." 
"We could move the boundary in so that it went round the wet areas." 
"Your players could wear spikes and then change shoes before bowling." 
"We could tell the players to be careful fielding." 
"I'm trying to make myself slip but, really, I can't." 
"It's not ideal I know but we just want to play cricket." 
"It's not a Test Match we're playing is it." 
"I've played in much worse." 
  
Sigh. 
  
Here's a few questions: 1. why advise players to be careful if there's no danger? 2. since when are parts of an 
outfield "out of bounds" for fielding? 3. since when did cricket require players to bring two pairs of shoes with them 
and chop-and-change in an innings? 4. since when did assessing a ground's playability involve asking yourself if 
you've ever played on worse?  And we could go on.  Farce.  Anyway, to the continuing debacle of the pitch 
inspection.  With no agreement between the two skippers it was onto the 'phone and a telecon' with neutral ump' 
#A.  After morning pleasantries it was down to business.  Or, rather, it was down to a lecture on The Laws of 
Cricket by said ump' to 'Holmboys' skipper.  And we now have it on good authority that no umpire can make a 
decision on the suitability of a ground before the toss?!?  That it's only the home side's groundsman that can 
decide on ground playability pre-match?!?  So here's a few more Qs people: 1. how do dozens of Scottish cricket 
matches get called off pre-toss?  Are umpires and clubs all across the country breaching The Laws?!? 2. What if 
home side isn't the home club, it's not their ground and they have no groundsman? At the Sponge do Glasgow 
Council decide???  More nonsense.  The outcome: decision to be made at 1pm.  Cricket's the loser. 
  
And so to 1pm.  With the Sponge still sponge-like the disagreement continued.  This time tho' the Lecturer was on-
site.  And d'you know what, he and ump' #B made the decision before the toss.  Is that not against The Laws?!?  
Or maybe we misheard the morning telecon'.  After wandering round the Sponge the ump's decided the answer 
was to move the boundary in on the lower part of the ground to "avoid the affected area".  And move it they did - 
41 yards from the wicket!  Toytown Titwood eat your heart out, the Crossmyloof Oval seemed like the MCG by 
comparison.  Game on.  Ump's decision. 
  
Then the toss!  The 'Holmboys put the other visitors to the Sponge in.  Bil'y and Doogie opened and the 
breakthrough came quickly when Bond was caught by Toko.  Then it was 26 for 2 as Patil was snaffled by Pasty.  
But, and it would prove to be a BIG but, number three Jose had been dropped four times already!  On 0, on 1 
twice, and on 5.  And boy would these drops prove expensive.  When the fourth ball of the fiftieth over was bowled 
and Victoria's last man was out, there was 315 on the 'board and Jose had got 174 of'em!  Ouch.  Well batted sir, 
but boy were those expensive grassings.  [Ed: note he was also dropped again on 139!].  And there were other 
drops on the day too - maybe a wet ball had something to do with it! - Ali and Ghaffour both being beneficiaries.  
Around Jose's monster score there were other contributions from Ali (40) and skipper Ghaffour (28).  But the other 
seven Victoria made 39 between them.  As we said: ouch!  All the bowlers were a tad expensive, but it's to be 
remembered that one side of the wicket was Under 11 boundary size, with glances, nicks and flicks going for 4s 
and 6s.  In fact there were twelve 6s hit, and no fewer than 21 4s.  Farce.  Looking at the 'Holmboys' bowling 
figures at the end shows that Bil'y grabbed a "4-for" and bowled nicely in his two spells.  And as the score mounted 
the decision to "buy" wickets proved successful as Victoria batters holed out playing windmill shots.  Nine out 
caught, the last wicket - and vital sixth bowling point - coming with just two balls to spare in over 50.  315 all out. 



  
With St Ninian's getting 25 points courtesy of Scotindians' concession [Ed; the latter's third that sees them 
relegated] the 'Holmboys were aware that they needed 9 points to finish above the seasiders in the table.  With 6 
points "in the bag" after being in the field the guys knew they needed 150 minimum, if they lost, to secure the 
necessary points.  Pasty and Muscles opened.  What was needed was a steady start.  What was not needed 
however was an absolute shocker of a decision ball #6.  Mushtaq to Pasty, off-drive bat-pad shot, strangled appeal, 
neutral ump' #A: "OUT!"  You what?  A decision so bad that even watching Victoria 2nd XI players apologised 
having clearly heard the ball hitting the bat from the boundary!  Shocker.  This brought Dani' in and he and 
Muscles added 41 before the latter nicked off to Khan, the first of four victims for Sohail in the innings.  And 46 for 
2 became 47 for 4 as Dani' followed Aamir, and then Scotty went for a blob.  And more contentiousness.  After 
being bounced earlier in his innings Dani' had holed out to an attempted hook, only to be reprieved by a correct 
"no ball" call.  So, why then, when the same thing happened a few overs later: bouncer, mis-hook, catch, was the 
same call not made???  Sigh.  Anyway we continue: Doogie in with Toko now and a bit of stability found.  62 was 
added before Sandun holed out and it was 109 for 5.  1 batting point "banked" already.  And Toko going well.  
Then, after losing NJ as a partner, Toko was batting with Nichty when the next umpiring shocker makes its 
appearance.  Victoria's leg spinner's on and bowls a ball that pitches well outside leg stump.  Toko turns to leg to 
watch it pass him by and it turns and clips his left pad.  Another half appeal.  Another appalling decision from ump' 
#A.  Exactly what version of The Laws were they officiating to?  Toko out for 56.  Well batted.  129 for 7.  Second 
batting point "banked" but getting a little twitchy.  150 still the immediate target.  Nichty batting with the tail.  And 
it became very tight when Saad ran himself out, and Bil'y tamely chipped a return catch to Ali.  143 for 9.  Elliott 
and Nichty now.  Elliott had rescued an Under 15 innings recently at Ayr and the same dogged determination was 
required.  It took nearly four overs to get them, but get them they did, and after passing 150 Nichty freed his arms 
and the score went past 160, 170 and 180 as the ball disappeared across that totey wee boundary.  Nichty 
eventually went, cleaned up by Ahmed, a nice cameo 36.  And well batted again by Elliott. 
  
So 10 points secured. 
  
And a final few farcical aspects: midway through the Victoria innings number six Dar came to the crease,.....in 
spikes.  This was pointed out to the neutral ump's who promptly - and correctly - sent Dar packing to change 
footwear.  But he doesn't reappear; instead Khan comes in, in his place.  Is this is your Laws?  Once a batter's 
entered the field of play as number 6, can he leave, be replaced by number 7, and then come in again???  Then, as 
this was happening, it was noticed that Jose (at this point 82 not out) was also wearing spikes!  This was pointed 
out to the umpires - who'd just sent Dar packing to change his shoes remember - but their response "Let's just get 
on with the game."  You what?!?  So, let's get this straight: the 'Holmboys are following the letter of the WDCU's 
instruction in their notification to clubs of March 2009 which (see WDCU website) states: 
  
Saturday, March 21, 2009 
Artificial Pitches - Posted by Jim Murphy @ 16:40:58 
For the 2009 season the following venues have artificial pitches on which spiked footwear is not permitted. 
  
Garcscube- Glasgow University Staff CC 
Hamilton Palace- Hamilton CC & others 
Millarston- Cumbernauld CC ` 
Nether Poloc- Scot-Indians & Glasgow Ansar 
Glasgow Green- Scot-Indians & Glasgow Ansar 
Memorial Field- Ardrossan/Memorial Field 
Springburn Park (NEW)- ALC & Victoria 
  
and then the neutral umpires tell them they're somehow in the wrong,  In fact the ump's then prevent a 'Holmboys' 
bowler from changing his footwear in order to bowl, and tell him he'll have to wait an over!  So let's get this 
straight: the Union make it crystal clear it's no spikes.  The 'Holmboys adhere to this, Victoria don't, and it's the 
'Holmboys that are in the wrong?!?  And when it's pointed out that there's a batter getting a clear advantage on a 
wet surface by wearing spikes the ump's ignore this and threaten the 'Holmboys' skipper pointing the rules 



infringement out with being reported!  Farce.  It may be that they think they know The Laws, but there are things 
called Playing Regulations too as best we recall.  Truly, truly, astonishing.  And here's the real crime: there will be 
those who say, see 315 played 182, it was perfectly playable.  So, if two teams play in the dark on ice, and 315 
plays 182 does that make an unlit ice-rink playable? 
  
Just how the league table will eventually look after all the results are in isn't yet known, but - as noted - it seems 
the 'Holmboys will finish above the bottom.  And with Scotindians relegated after three concessions, the guys might 
well survive in Division 3, but who knows?  Maybe the bottom two and Scotindians go through the trap door.  
Wherever the 'Holmboys end up in 2010 we can hardly wait for more astroturf fun and games next season.  It's 
been a roller-coaster season with lots of youngsters getting - hopefully - valuable experience that'll stand them in 
good stead next year.  Thanks to everyone for their efforts - on and off the field.  Some good performances - 
individual and team - and lots of things to learn from.  And it was never dull! 
  
And here's a closing poser: neutral umpires better than player/umpires?  We used to think so too..... 
  
Too depressing for words [posted 08/08/09] 
"Too depressing for words" isn't a great starting position when you've a report to write I guess, but it certainly 
sums up how the mood was in the clubhouse after this match somehow slipped away.  Against a pretty ordinary 
batting outfit, the 'Holmboys somehow contrived to gift their opponents a veritable bounty of runs, more than 
sufficient to be the difference between a win and a defeat.  And when you consider the win was sealed with just 
three balls to go it simply adds to the frustration.  But "that's [not] all folks!"  Throw in two diabolical umpiring 
decisions, and another in the very doubtful category, and there's frustration upon frustration.  The decisions?  One 
stonewall run out, a stonewall LBW and another pretty certain leg-before shout.  And, as ever, when this nonsense 
transpires it spookily always results in being game-changing.  The LBW shouts were against two of 
GHK/Strathclyde's three top-scoring batters, the McLaughlin brothers who made 72 and 26* respectively.  And as 
ever the questions in the 'Holmboys' changing room at the end are "Why do other team's player umpires do that?  
Why do they cheat?"  In the first dig the 'Loc umpires gunned two of their teammates leg-before.  Why, of why, do 
other sides' players cheat?  Because cheating it is.  The answers given to the two LBW appeals?  Answer #1 "I 
couldn't see", FACT.  Answer #2: [long pause] "It hit him outside the line.....[pause].....it was missing.....[walk to 
square leg].....and it was high".  FACT.  Now in case you think this was a game full of controversy and incident and 
bowlers baiting umpires with constant appealing.  It wasn't, in either innings.  Your scribe remembers maybe only 
three LBW appeals in the 'Holmboys' innings, and maybe four in the GHK/Strathclyde reply.  This simply makes the 
non-decisions by the player/umpires seem all the more bizarre - please, if you tell us, post in the Guestbook, what 
do these guys think about later on in the evening after matches when they've cheated to win?  We hope the warm 
glow of winning is enough to take away the guilt that has to be lurking about in the background.  A final word on 
the subject - and apologies for the rant dear reader - a big part of the 'Holmboys league campaign in '09 has been 
the blooding of youngsters.  Saturday's side included only three guys not still playing junior cricket, including three 
Under 13s and three [other] Under 15s.  And a big part of this big part is trying to teach these youngsters 
something of respecting the game.  Every time an opposition player/umpire cheats this makes this harder, as 
impressionable youngsters watch teams "get away with it".  And on Saturday we had a new dimension as the 
young umpire who wittered his way through three implausible and contradictory reasons for not sticking his finger 
up was immediately hooked back to the spectator seating to be replaced by a player/umpire who, upon arriving in 
the middle, started picking a fight with the nearest 'Holmboy fielder.  Deepest of deep sighs. 
  
As you can tell, "too depressing for words" indeed.  So back to the game, and the search for positives.  And there 
were a few.  Pasty's good form continued with another score - 40 this time.  And there were pleasing contributions 
from Baby (35), Saad (30) and Youngy (30).  That latter batted with the creche at the end, and put on 49 with 
Baby, before adding 50 with Saad.  Saad's knock was impressive, his 30 coming from just 37 deliveries batting at 
nine.  In the field - and remember, overall, it was horrific - there were small scraps of good stuff: Josh's (9-1-16-2) 
and Amir's (9-0-28-1) bowling was good, something that simply makes some of their fielding errors all the more 
frustrating.  There were also two more-than-decent catches by Saif, and another by Pasty, the latter's a diving grab 
at gully to give Toko his wicket.  It wasn't the Clan Young's day with the ball however as Junior took a bit of tap 



(not helped by balls through legs for 4s mind you!) and Senior had to resort to village dibbly-dobbly stuff as his 
achilles injury took effect.  Typical, when it's not your day it's not your day.  But back to looking for positives. 
  
I guess another positive was the game had an exciting end.  GHK/Strathclyde were 137 for 3 at the end of the 36th 
over and looking well set.  With Pasty's third over having gone for 8, and those diddy junior bowling restrictions 
kicking in, it was left to the injured Youngy and Toko to bowl some overs.  And between them they restricted the 
visitors to just 9 runs in seven overs to bring the game right back into the territory named "interesting".  And, of 
course, ironically, in the middle of this period a series of sixteen dot balls was ended by,.....a miss-field.  Sigh.  But 
it was still interesting nevertheless.  Seven overs left and the equation was now 42 to win.  An edged 4 in over 44 
was followed by a slapped second boundary as the tension was released.  Then over 45 went for 5, and over 46 
cost 11.  The 11 of course being two 4s, both results of miss-fields by guys on the boundary!  8 when it should've 
been 2.  A run out by a Toko/Youngy combo' then brought a new batter in, and he blocked the next over out with 
the gathering of just 1 run.  So it was 17 needed from eighteen balls, with four wickets in hand.  Another boundary 
error that turned 1 into 4 then saw over 48 go for 7 instead of 4, and when Amir's last over cost 7 (with four 
singles run to a field that were all in saving,.....1!) it was virtually game over.  Almost unbelievably GHK/Strathclyde 
scored 58 in singles (compared to the 'Holmboys' 34), and a fair number were pushed pretty much at, or very near 
to, home fielders fielding in the ring to prevent,.....singles!  Anyway back to to the beginning of the end: Ball #1 of 
Youngy's last over was edged to third man for 1, ball #2 resulted in a dot, but ball #3 saw the 2 remaining runs 
required gained.  Defeat.  An exciting finish?  Probably for the neutral.  But for the 'Holmboys just frustration at 
how they'd thrown the game away, and continuing disappointment at opposition player/umpires. 
 
Season finale proves damp squib..... [posted 29/08/09] 
.....but not damp enough to get the away-day to Stoneywood-Dyce called off!  Boom, boom!  As it was the return 
fixture against the SNCL's Norsk cousins proved to be a bit of a horsing.  Batting first, the home side smashed 93 
off the last ten overs of their 50-over allocation to set the 'Loc 239 to win, a total that proved twice as much as the 
boys could muster.  Nelson was on the 'board when the reply closed; Scotty Millen holing out to Howard for 30 
after having added 37 with Bil'y for the last wicket.  A tad disappointing,.....and then the long, long drive home. 
  
The game had started promisingly enough tho' and when Stoneywood-Dyce were 16 for 2 it looked like the 'Loc 
had got in amongst the the home side's top order.  Even 58 for 3 wasn't too shabby; Willemse having joined Leask 
and Tomlinson back "in the hutch".  Unfortunately this brought Jan Stander to the middle and his innings would 
prove the key knock in the game.  The Proteas-come-Jock would smack 105 not out as the aforementioned 238 
was posted.  Six maximums are a reflection of Stander's bunting skills, as were the same number of 4s.  His ton 
was backed up by van der Merwe's 45, and Jamieson's 30.  Now then reader, d'you see a pattern: van der Merwe, 
Stander, Willemse, Coetzer.....?  But I digress.  For the 'Loc Bean's 10-2-20-1 were metronomic as ever and stood 
alone amongst the general carnage elsewhere as Stander and Jamieson ended the innings in buntalicious form.  
Poor Bil'y Chaudhry: his first six overs cost just 11 - well bowled - but his last four, caught up in Hurricane Stander, 
went for 38.  And Dombo took tap in much the same manner: six overs for 18 becoming ten for 52.  It was 
carnage as the innings came to a close. 
  
239 to win then.  Bean opened with HoVR.  And it was Bean who went first, cleaned up by Redhead, for 23.  28 for 
1.  Then it was 29 for 2 as the pro' fell for just 2, trapped LBW by Willemse.  Brian Spence found himself, in effect 
then, in a new opening partnership with Dombo with the first openers both gone.  15 were added before Brian 
became Stander's only victim; caught by Leask for 6.  44 for 3,.....sorry for 4 as Dombo was stumped by Stuart 
Coetzer off Ninan's bowling.  Out for 8.  Quite bizarrely 44 was the first of three numbers that would see two 
wickets fall.  44 for 3 and 4 as noted; 65 for 5 and then 6; and 74 for 8 and 9.  Strange.  But not as strange as the 
bottom of the 'Loc's scorecard: it wasn't even binary code 'cos that'd have a 1 in it!  0, 0, 0, 0 represented the best 
efforts of Messrs. Coyle, Lafferty, Young and Scott.  Hmmm.  Bil'y did, however, hang around with Scotty Millen, 
the latter being last out as noted, and top-scoring with 30.  Bil'y was left 12 not out. 
  
111 all out.  But as ever there's always positives if you go looking.  Scotty's performance - first time 'keeping in the 
SNCL and 30 with bat (including two 6s).  The opening bowling spells of Dombo and Bil'y; and Bean's spell.  See, 
they're there if you look for'em! 



  
So another league season done.  Mid-table (5th) represents a decent-enough finish with the 'Loc continuing to 
blood the youngsters.  Regularly the side included two Under 15s in Dani' and Pasty.  Bil'y and Nicky, too, featured, 
pretty much throughout, and both performed with the ball.  And Scotty Millen debuted too, and proved he's "at 
home" at this level.  So optimism for the future remains.  The veterans in the side proved their worth as well 
though: Bean's bowling was exemplary as ever, and he scored over 300 runs to prove his all-rounder credentials.  
Brian's 300-odd runs, too, reflect his on-the-field performance.  And here's a thing: adding the ages of the 
aforementioned juniors together and you get pretty much the combined age of the vet's! 
 


